11Beautiful
CROWN MOULDING

Design Ideas
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MIX OF SIMPLE AND DECORATIVE
He likes modern, she likes shabby chic. This kitchen does
an amazing job of marrying the two styles. The decorative
cabinetry sings to her shabby, luxurious side. However,
the room stays minimalist, modern with its stainless steel
appliances, recess lighting and broad mouldings.

LEFT MY HEART IN ITALY
Every room should tell a story, this room tells of rich history,
decadent meals and Tuscan charm. The mouldings in this
room modernize the rustic paint and antique decor. The trim
draws your eyes upward and makes the room feel taller despite
the matching walls and ceilings.
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ENCASE THE DOORWAY
Feeling happy and bold? Bright white and yellow are known to
widen your eyes and focus your attention. The doorway in this
dining room demands your attention. Adding a large casing
and accent moulding to the doorway makes the ceiling feel
higher and the room feel brighter.
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LAUNDRY ROOM HEAVEN
The words laundry and heaven should not be in the same title,
until you put thoughtfulness and design into the room itself.
The dark blue paint and bright white cabinets would not be
complete without the generous, wide lines that the moulding
adds. Together these elements make this laundry room speak
comfort and cleanliness.

VOLUMIZE BASEBOARD MOULDING
Homes that have rich architectural details are typically more
traditional in style. These homes look best with six inch
baseboards. In contrast, modern style homes don’t usually
have a lot of moldings and a shorter four inch baseboard looks
better in the room.
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MOULDING AND DRAPERY, OH MY!
So subtle, yet so elegant. Expand your crown moulding
horizons by incorporating it into other room elements, such as
your window coverings.

LUXURIOUS BATHROOM CONTRAST
The warm tones of this bathroom feel earthy and rich at the
same time. The mouldings create defined lines and extenuate
the size of the bathroom.
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HEART OF THE HOME
Your kitchen is the heart of the home and should echo grace
and love. In this kitchen substantial crown moulding decorates
the ceiling, cabinets and walls. It adds beautiful ornamantation
to a room designed for family bonding.

COHESIVE KITCHEN CABINETS
These modern, distressed finished cabinets coupled with
stainless steel appliances make this kitchen feel open and
inviting. Adding the simple, elegant moulding to the cabinetry
was the perfect finishing touch.
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FRAME THE ROOM
Wide openings with casings bring a refined and cohesive look.
This formal dining room offers an open invitation into it’s
luxurious, yet traditional setting.

I’M SO FANCY
An arch in this transitional doorway is grounded by sleek
crown molding. A decorative wall divider is the perfect touch
of sophistication.
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